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1.0 Introduction
1.1

Project Overview
The City of Charlotte Community Investment Plan (CIP) is a program developed to meet the needs
of a growing Charlotte community. The CIP, originally approved in 2013, consists of a wide variety
of projects to be planned, designed and implemented over seven years. The CIP’s objectives
include increasing access and availability of transportation choices for citizens by means of
investing in streets, transit, and bicycle and pedestrian facilities. The Cross Charlotte Trail (XCLT) is
one of the premier projects within the CIP program.
The XCLT is a partnership between the City of Charlotte and Mecklenburg County to create a
continuous 26-mile trail facility that will allow residents and visitors to travel from one end of the
County to the other. The XCLT Master Plan was established to identify a primary alignment for the
XCLT and develop design guidelines for the trail.
One of the segments outlined in the XCLT Master Plan connects the Mallard Creek Church Road
to Pavilion Boulevard Segment (MCC2P) with Cabarrus County through wooded terrain. These
woods are divided by Mallard Creek, its tributaries and other natural terrain features. The XCLT
Master Plan identifies the trail from Pavilion Boulevard to Cabarrus County (XCLT P2C) as a natural
wooded segment that runs parallel to Mallard Creek, to provide a nature-filled user experience.
The XCLT P2C segment (also referred to as Cross Charlotte Trail segment 11) will connect to the
XCLT MCC2P segment at Pavilion Boulevard, Northeast of I-485. The MCC2P alignment heads
Southwest, running parallel with Mallard Creek and navigating between various residential and
commercial properties. The XCLT MCC2P segment ends at Kirk Farm Fields Park, where it connects
to the Mallard Creek Greenway.
The project area evaluated for this study is shown in Figure 1-1.
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1.2

Scope and Objectives
The purpose of this planning report is to identify possible trail alignments, evaluate impacts,
and set the stage for the design and construction of a trail that meets the following
objectives:

Figure 1-2: Project Objectives
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1.2.1 Trail Users
The trail is expected to be a multi-use facility that is part of a longer, 26mile, Cross Charlotte Trail, greenway corridor. The Cross Charlotte Trail
will serve a variety of users, including pedestrians, cyclists, scooter
riders, skateboarders, rollerbladers, wheelchair users, and electronic
mobility device users who require assistance. Members of these various
user groups will walk, run, ride, and roll along the trail facility for both
recreational and transportation purposes. The trail is intended to adhere
to the “8 80 design philosophy” which aims to bring citizens together to
enhance mobility and public spaces, creating vibrant, healthy, and
equitable communities. This trail would accommodate the needs of
users of all ages and abilities. The XCLT will serve as a primary route for
active transportation commuters traveling to destinations near UNC
Charlotte and to other regional employment centers like Uptown.
Transit users will also use the XCLT as a first-mile, last-mile connection
to CATS bus and light rail corridors.

Users on XCLT P2C will be able to
connect to LYNX Blue Line Light Rail
Station at UNC‐Charlotte via Mallard
Creek Greenway and Toby Creek
Greenway segments

1.2.2 Trail Access and Wayfinding
In addition to becoming a destination in and of itself, the XCLT will be a key component in the
region’s overall transportation network in the surrounding areas. Ensuring access that is both easy
and intuitive, and that will connect trail users with their desired destinations, will be key in
reaching maximum trail usership volumes. The inclusion of a comprehensive wayfinding system
both to and from the trail and key destinations will promote connectivity and help leverage the
full potential of the City’s capital investment in the trail.

Greenway Wayfinding along Toby Creek Greenway on UNC Charlotte Campus (Left) and along Mallard Creek
Greenway (Right)

1.2.3 Placemaking
Placemaking is an important aspect in the overall character and user experience of the XCLT. For
the XCLT P2C trail segment, context-sensitive placemaking efforts should be primarily focused on
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highlighting the natural environment and local wildlife. Specific opportunities for placemaking
and public art are discussed further in Section 2.

1.3

Existing and Future Plans
Existing and future plans were thoroughly reviewed to identify opportunities and constraints to
inform the XCLT P2C segment planning process. Consideration was given to the City’s draft TrailOriented Development Guidelines, which center around four major goals:
1.

Be compatible with development that is designed with “eyes on the trail” - making the trail a
safe and enjoyable experience.

2.

Be accessible to adjacent communities and visitors of all mobility levels, keep them separated
from vehicle traffic, and provide convenient access to neighborhoods and businesses.

3.

Comfortably accommodate bicycle and pedestrian travel by providing an appropriate trail
width in context with the surrounding land uses.

4.

Be a signature trail with a variety of places and spaces that provide visual interest along the
route

1.3.1 Charlotte WALKS (2017)
Charlotte WALKS (the City’s first comprehensive Pedestrian Plan) is based on three key themes
that Charlotte’s pedestrian facilities be safe, useful, and inviting. One of the key ideas posed by
the plan is that pedestrian infrastructure be supportive of a car-light lifestyle, a rising trend with
demographic shifts as citizens move closer to the City’s urban core.
The “Access to Parks & Greenways” section of the WALKS plan outlays that trails are more than
transportation, and that Charlotte residents indicate that greenways are the third most important
walking destination after grocery stores and restaurants. Action Items set forth in the WALKS plan
pave the way for improving access to greenways by improving adjacent pedestrian paths and
intersections leading to greenways, and by prioritizing projects based on proximity to parks and
greenways.

1.3.2 Charlotte BIKES (2017)
Charlotte BIKES, an update to the City’s 2008 Bicycle Plan, is the City’s blueprint for becoming a
bicycle-friendly city. The plan is organized around six “E”s – equity, engineering, education,
encouragement, enforcement, and evaluation.
The XCLT is a prime example of what Charlotte wants as an “All Ages and Abilities” trail facility.
Strategies outlined in each of the six “E” sections of the BIKES plan will help enable the XCLT’s
success. Strategy EP-8 in the “evaluation/ planning” section specifically sets forth the City’s
commitment to “work to implement the alignment of the Cross-Charlotte Trail” by continuing to
progress on the trail’s planning, design, and construction.

5

1.3.3 Other CIP Programs
The City of Charlotte Capital Investment Plan (CIP) also features the Northeast Corridor
Infrastructure (NECI) program. The NECI program invests in infrastructure to improve access to
the Charlotte Area Transportation System (CATS) Blue Line Extension light rail project.

1.3.4 Adjoining XCLT Projects
The XCLT P2C trail segment is the 11th and final section of the XCLT, terminating at the Cabarrus
County line. It is a continuation of segment 10, Mallard Creek Church to Pavilion Boulevard (XCLT
MCC2P).

1.3.5 Future Cabarrus County Trail Continuation
As mentioned previously, the XCLT P2C segment is the final stretch of the XCLT. The segment will
end where Mallard Creek meets the Mecklenburg/Cabarrus County Line. Cabarrus County may
elect to continue the trail in the future. The project team has coordinated with Cabarrus County as
well as Carolina Thread Trail representatives in order to make sure that XCLT does not preclude
the continuation of the trail into Cabarrus County. Cabarrus County and Carolina Thread Trail
representatives identified the north side of Mallard Creek as their preferred side for
continuing the trail alignment to the northeast.

1.3.6 State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) Projects
I-5978
I-5978 is pavement rehabilitation of I-485 from I-85 to Rocky River Road and is currently under
construction. This project doesn’t directly impact the XCLT study area as it is located west of the
XCLT P2C segment.
EB-5732
EB-5732 is construction of sidewalk on both sides of Bruton Smith Boulevard from US 29 to
Weddington Road. Construction for this project is estimated to begin in 2022. This project is
located east of the XCLT P2C segment and has no direct impacts on the XCLT study area.

1.3.7 Private Development Plans
The residential neighborhoods south of Mallard Creek are expected to remain relatively stable.
The north side of Mallard Creek-especially outparcels along NC 29 North Tryon Road are more
likely to see redevelopment in the future. Trevi Village mixed-use development, which will include
senior living apartments along North Tryon Road (marked as #3 on the map), is the largest
development currently proposed in the vicinity of the study corridor. A future opportunity could
be considered to connect Trevi Village Development with the XCLT greenway via a connector
across a City-owned parcel. Please refer to Figure 1-3 and Table 1-1 below for a summary of
proposed developments locations and types.
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Table 1-1: Pending and Proposed Developments near Cross Charlotte Trail Segment 11 Study Corridor

Development ID

Parcel ID

Description

1

05109109

Rezoning R3 to R-8MF (CD)

2

02905215

North Tryon Office Development – Opening Soon

3

05107109; 05107104;
05128180

Trevi Village – 69-acre Mixed-use Development with
senior living, medical office, retail, and multifamily
units
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2.0 Trail Alignment - Alternative Development
2.1

Existing Conditions
The proposed XCLT P2C segment would be constructed through existing wooded terrain. The
woods on both sides of Mallard Creek, the tributaries of Mallard Creek and other natural terrain
features are likely to enhance future user’s experience of recreation outside in nature. Those
same features also create a potential constraint in terms of determining the preferred alignment
and appropriate greenway surface and structures.

2.1.1 Surrounding Developments
There are a number of existing developments in the vicinity of the proposed greenway. PNC
Music Pavilion and its associated parking are located south of the proposed trail. Along the south
side of Mallard Creek is the Houston Hills neighborhood, consisting primarily of single-family
homes.
To the north of the creek, fronting N. Tryon Street, there are a number of developments including
a Walmart shopping center, the Pavilion Village Apartment complex and a residential
neighborhood along Main Drive and Circle Drive. On the eastern side of the section, there is a
Charlotte Water Wastewater Treatment Facility.
The proposed trail will open opportunities for local residents to have access to greenspace that
to-date has been scarce in this area. Some neighborhood connectors will be included in the main
alignment construction, but as the project develops, the inclusion of additional neighborhood
connectors will be considered. These considerations are discussed further in Section 2.5.3.

2.1.2 Topography
The existing topography through the XCLT P2C trail segment varies from very steep areas with
significant changes in elevation, to areas with more gradual slopes and change in elevation. These
changes in elevation could present challenges to the trail’s design; several creek crossings and
other structural features may be necessary to avoid or mitigate areas with steep grades.

2.1.3 Environmental Constraints
Minimizing impacts to the natural environment will be a key consideration for the P2C segment
of the trail. There are a multiple crossings of Mallard Creek and its tributaries, which have
associated buffers that bring limitations to where the trail can be constructed. Surface Water
Improvement and Management (SWIM) buffers went into effect in all the jurisdictions in
Charlotte‐Mecklenburg between 1999 and 2000 and are meant to filter pollutants, store
floodwaters, provide habitat, and contribute to the “green infrastructure” within Charlotte‐
Mecklenburg. The buffer widths vary by geographic area and impacted acreage; however, for
this project, a streamside buffer of 30 feet is required off of Mallard Creek. When this buffer is
balanced with the intent of the trail to provide a user experience along the creek, keeping the
trail within approximately 75 feet of the stream for viewshed benefits, the corridor in which to
place the alignment starts to narrow. With these buffers in mind, the decisions about where the
9

path crosses the creek and optimizing north vs. south banks becomes a key evaluation factor in
selecting the preferred alternative.
In addition to buffer rule compliance, the location of the proposed trail within floodplain areas
introduces hydrologic constraints related to impervious surfaces constructed within those areas.
Figure 2‐1 shows an environmental screening of the project area. Further detail related to the
Natural Resource assessment can be found in Section 3.1. A discussion of flood plain impacts
can be found in Section 3.2.

2.1.4

Existing Easements
There is an existing sewer easement that runs along the north side of Mallard Creek for
approximately half of the frontage of Mallard Creek within the study area (eastern half of the
corridor). The use of this easement is evaluated further in Section 2.5.

2.2

Design Criteria
The design of the XCLT P2C segment will be in accordance with national guidance on greenway,
bikeway, and pedestrian facilities design. Several reference sources were reviewed in the
development and selection of design criteria, including the AASHTO Guide for the Development
of Bicycle Facilities, Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, and Charlotte Land Development
Standards Manual.

The XCLT Master Plan recommends a 16-foot width for a shared-use path facility, with a
minimum width of 12-feet where necessary/appropriate. The project team determined that a
12-foot wide shared-use path would be the typical width for the P2C segment of the XCLT
for two primary reasons.
The first primary reason is that it is anticipated the ownership and maintenance of this
segment of the XCLT will be turned over to Mecklenburg County after it is constructed. A
12-foot-wide greenway is consistent with the County's current standards for constructing
and maintaining greenways in this context.
The second primary reason has to do with the adjacent land use context. Unlike other
segments of the XCLT, there will be no buildings fronting directly onto the P2C segment of
trail. In situations where active land uses are set up close to the trail corridor a 16-foot (or
wider) trail is a necessity to support ped/bike transportation, recreational use, and spillover
from adjacent buildings. The P2C segment of trail is set within a strictly natural setting along
a stream corridor, and 12-feet is anticipated to be sufficient to support trail users.
A third, yet somewhat less significant consideration, is that a 12-foot-wide trail has less
potential impact on the riparian environment than a 16-foot-wide trail. Trail design criteria
and reference sources are shown in Table 2-1.
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2.3

Typical Section
Based on the selected design criteria, area context, and design constraints, the typical section
considered along the XCLT P2C trail segment is as follows, and as shown in Figure 2-2.
After design constraints were evaluated, the project team determined the majority of the XCLT
P2C trail segment will mostly consist of 12 ft wide trail with 5 ft grassed shoulders. 2-foot
shoulders should be used in heavily wooded areas to preserve the character of the
environment.
In locations along the trail where design constraints require the use of an elevated or low-impact
trail, a bridge or boardwalk structure (12 ft clear width) will be used. Boardwalk materials may vary
based on design, maintenance, or cost constraints. Material options may include timber, concrete,
or some combination thereof. If boardwalk sections will be elevated more than 30 inches from the
existing ground, they will require the inclusion of 48-inch minimum height safety rails (54-inch
height along high-hazard locations.)

11

Table 2-1: Design Criteria/Preference

Design Criteria

Guideline (AASHTO)

Reference (AASHTO)*

Design Speed

20 mph

pg 5-12 to 5-13

Horizontal Curve Radius

60 ft minimum

pg 5-13 to 5-14

Cross Slope

≤2%

pg 5-15 to 5-16

Stopping Sight Distance

Refer to Figure 5-7 or Table 5-4

pg 5-19 to 5-20

Profile Grade

5% maximum; 0.5% minimum

pg 5-16 to 5-17

Length of Vertical Curve

Refer to Table 5-5 or Figure 5-8

pg 5-20 to 5-21

Pavement Width

12’ typical; 10’ on access connections

pg 5-3

Shoulder Width

5’ typical; 2’ minimum

pg 5-5

Shoulder Cross Slope

2% minimum; 1V:6H maximum

pg 5-5 to 5-7

Clear Zone

2’ minimum to obstructions; 5’ min.
adjacent to water bodies or downward
slope of 1V:3H or steeper; 1’ min. where
safety rail is applied

pg 5-5 and Figure 5-3

Vertical Clearance

10’ preferred; 8’ minimum

pg 5-6

Lateral Clearance on
Horizontal Curves

Refer to Table 5-6 & Figures 5-9 & 5-10

pg 5-22 to 5-24

Structure Width

16’ preferred; 12’ minimum

pg 5-26

Crosswalks

Green Piano-style crosswalk (except on
NCDOT facilities)

MUTCD and CLDSM

Typical Section

*All references are AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities, 4th Edition unless otherwise noted.
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2.4

Trail Segments
The proposed XCLT P2C trail alignment is divided into five (5) segments for evaluation purposes.
The extents of these segments, as described below, generally split the corridor at locations where
there is some shift in the alignment, such as a crossing of the creek. The alignment generally
follows the flow of Mallard Creek, however, the nearest named roadways are used below to give
context to the start and end points for each segment.
Segment 1: Begins at Pavilion Boulevard as a continuation of the Mallard Creek Church to Pavilion
Boulevard (XCLT MCC2P) segment. It continues east, crossing from the south side of Mallard
Creek to the north side.
Segment 2: Picks up at the end of Segment 1 and continues east. This segment runs behind the
Walmart Shopping center and Pavilion Village Apartments. Within this segment, there is expected
to be a neighborhood connector to the apartment complex.
Segment 3: Runs from the eastern end of the Pavilion Village Apartment complex to just
southwest of the wastewater treatment facility. Within this segment there is a potential
neighborhood connector to Circle Drive (to the north), and an opportunity for a neighborhood
connector to the Houston Hills neighborhood via Kempsford Drive.
Segment 4: Continues east from the wastewater treatment facility, ending near Gray Feather Drive.
Construction on the XCLT trail would terminate at the east end of Segment 4, just into Segment 5.
Segment 5: Picks up near Wild Duck Court and continues east to the Mecklenburg-Cabarrus
County Line, which is the ending point of the XCLT. Segment 5 may be delayed in construction to
coincide more closely with the construction of a future extension into Cabarrus County, as there
are maintenance and potential safety concerns related to a “trail to nowhere.” When there is a
programmed or funded project to continue the Carolina Thread Trail to the east, Segment 5
would then be constructed as the connection to XCLT.

2.5

Alignment Alternatives
Two Alternatives were developed for the proposed XCLT P2C trail alignment. Both alignments
begin on the south side of Mallard Creek at the Pavilion Boulevard underpass. This is the location
that will tie into the Mallard Creek Church to Pavilion Boulevard (XCLT MCC2P) section to the
west. Both alternatives cross from the south side to the north side of the creek in Segment 1, and
generally follows Mallard Creek along the north side, with at least two bridge crossings along the
main alignment. The alignments are similar in many ways; however, they differentiate in key areas
with unique benefits and drawbacks. These areas of differentiation are described below. The
alignment alternatives by segment are shown in Figure 2-3.

2.5.1 Alignment Alternative A
Alignment Alternative A includes a creek crossing about halfway into Segment 1introducing the
first structure along the alignment. This crossing results in wetland impacts on the south side,
likely to require boardwalk segments on the bridge approach. Once on the north side, the
alignment rejoins Alignment B as design curves allow, indicating the start of Segment 2.
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In Segment 2, both Alignments continue to generally follow the path of Mallard Creek, with a
neighborhood connection to the Pavilion Village Apartments. There is no differential between
Alternative A and B in Segment 2.
Just to the east of the apartment complex, Segment 3 begins and Alignment Alternative A makes
its second crossing of Mallard Creek, in the vicinity of the Kempsford Drive cul-de-sac. It then
follows the creek on its south side in the area of the Houston Hills neighborhood until the
alignment crosses back to the north side near the Silver Glen Lane cul-de-sac. The alignments
rejoin and Segment 3 terminates in the vicinity of the Wastewater Treatment Facility.
Alternative A and B run concurrently for most of Segment 4, with the exception of one area near
the east end where Alternative A is further from Mallard Creek, shortening the total segment
length slightly.
Potential neighborhood connections to the Houston Hills neighborhood from Segments 3 and 4
are desirable. There are county-owned property stubs to several streets in this area (including
Barvas St., Kempsford Rd., Dashiel Dr., Silver Glen Ln., Alvanley Hills Ct., Astoria Dr., Harris Mill Ln.,
Swanquarter Dr., and Deerpath Ct.), that could support neighborhood connections. Some of those
property stubs are likely better suited to support neighborhood connections than others due to
topography and proximity to the main XCLT alignment. Identifying the specific locations for
neighborhood connections to the Houston Hills neighborhood will be an important consideration
for the next phase of work on the P2C alignment.
Alternative A and B also run concurrently for most of Segment 5, from Gray Feather Drive cul-desac toward the Cabarrus County line. Near the county border, Alternative A crosses to the south
side of Mallard Creek once more, hugging the inside of a curve in the creek and terminating at
the County line.

2.5.2 Alignment Alternative B
Alignment Alternative B also includes a creek crossing about halfway into Segment 1, as in
Alignment A; however, in this alternative, the trail is held to the south for longer, going around
the wetland area rather than through it. Once on the north side, the alignment rejoins Alignment
A as design curves allow, indicating the start of Segment 2.
In Segment 2, both Alignments continue to generally follow the path of Mallard Creek, with a
neighborhood connection to the Pavilion Village Apartments. There is no differential between
Alternative A and B in Segment 2.
Just to the east of the apartment complex, Segment 3 begins and Alignment Alternative B
continues to follow the creek along its north side. In the vicinity of Circle Drive, a second
neighborhood connection is proposed, utilizing County owned land. Alignment B remains on the
north side of the creek until the alignments rejoin on the north side and Segment 3 terminates in
the vicinity of the Wastewater Treatment Facility.
Alternative A and B run concurrently for most of Segment 4, with the exception of one area near
the east end where Alternative B hugs the creek banks closer than Alternative A.
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Again, potential neighborhood connections to the Houston Hills neighborhood from
Segments 3 and 4 are desirable. Identifying the specific locations with the most suitable
slopes to support these neighborhood connections will be an important consideration. Since
Alternative B is on the opposite side of the creek from the Houston Hills neighborhood,
determining where additional creek crossings are possible would be crucial for identifying
possible neighborhood connections to the Houston Hills neighborhood from the Alternative
B alignment.
Alternative A and B also run concurrently for most of Segment 5, from Gray Feather Drive cul-desac toward the Cabarrus County line. Alternative B remains on the north side of Mallard Creek
terminating at the county line, meaning there is one less bridge crossing than Alternative A;
however, there are minor wetland and tributary impacts introduced with this variation.
Coordination with representatives of the Carolina Thread Trail and Cabarrus County indicated that
a connection of the XCLT trail to their future plans would be best suited on the north side of
Mallard Creek, which is represented in Alignment Alternative B.

2.5.3 Optional Neighborhood Connections
Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 discussed two neighborhood connections along the proposed trail that
are planned to be constructed as part of the main alignment effort. There are, however, other
connections that have been evaluated and should be considered for implementation based on
public response and funding options.
Segment 1 Within Segment 1, there is an opportunity to provide a link to the PNC Music Pavilion
parking area, pending funding availability. While this could benefit those attending events at the
Pavilion, it also lends itself to accessing Pavilion Boulevard, which has a transit stop approximately
0.2 miles from the proposed access outlet. This connection will require coordination and
easement acquisition from PNC Music Pavilion but could also serve as a construction and
maintenance access for the trail. This connection is similar in design and impacts for both
Alternative A and Alternative B.
Segment 2 This segment includes the connection to the Pavilion Village apartments, as previously
described. This connection is identical in design and impacts for both alternatives.
Segment 3 This segment includes the most potential connections along the alignment. From west
to east:


The first potential connection occurs at the very beginning of the segment, before the
alignments make a major split. The potential connector goes south toward the Houston
Hills neighborhood, with potential to tie into the Reigate Road or Kempsford Drive culde-sacs, or both. This connection would require a bridge across Mallard Creek, since both
alignments are on the north side at this point.



The second connection is the tie to Circle Drive described in Section 2.5.2. This connector
utilizes county owned land and is easier to connect to Alternative B. If Alternative A is
selected for this segment, consideration should be given to the additional bridge
structure that would be required to make the connection.



A third possible connection could utilize an existing county-owned property stub to
Dashiel Drive. This connection would provide trail access to the residential neighborhood
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south of the creek; however, connection to Alternative A would involve wetland impacts,
and Alternative B would require an additional bridge as well as the wetland impacts.
Segment 4 Segment 4 includes two (2) potential connections along the alignment. From west to
east:


The first potential connection occurs south of the existing wastewater treatment facility.
The connection would utilize county owned land and tie into Harris Mill Lane or
Swanquarter Drive, or both. For both alternative alignments, regardless of alternative, this
connection would require an additional bridge structure and the crossing of a wetland.



The second connection option is located near the east end of Segment 4. As with the
previous connection option, this access point would require an additional bridge
structure as the main alignment is along the north side of Mallard Creek. This connection
option would provide an access near the end of the segment, which benefits safety and
overall access/trail usage.

Segment 5 This segment does not include any potential neighborhood connections, regardless of
alternative.

2.5.4 Construction and Maintenance Access Options
The proposed trail will require access for construction vehicles as well as maintenance vehicles
once completed. Various options for this access were evaluated during the project development.
Potential access options include:
Segment 1 The access noted in 2.5.3 for pedestrian access to the trail via the PNC Music Pavilion
parking lot could also be maintained as a maintenance access point.
Segment 2/3 An easement could be established linking the trail to North Tryon Street utilizing
portions of existing publicly owned lands. This access would tie to the trail near the breakpoint
between Segments 2 and 3.
Segment 4 The project team has been in coordination with Charlotte Water to determine the
potential to use roads within the wastewater treatment facility for temporary construction access
and potentially long-term maintenance access. There is available publicly owned land west of the
facility that could be used to build a new location access road; however, the more cost efficient
and less impactful option would be to establish an agreement with Charlotte Water. This
coordination is ongoing.

2.6

Structures
The main alignment of the proposed XCLT P2C trail section will include crossings of Mallard Creek
that require bridges. In addition, there are also some tributary crossings that will result in culvert
pipes as well as sections that will require the use of boardwalks to either offset bridge lengths or
to minimize impacts to sensitive wetland areas.
In the recommended bridge crossing locations, the bridges are expected to be prefabricated steel
ped/bike bridges, like those used on the Clarks Creek Greenway. These structures are COR-TEN®
steel, fully assembled off site and generally low maintenance once in place.
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In sections of bridge approaches or wetland areas requiring a boardwalk, this structure would
likely be constructed of timber supports with cast in place concrete deck, implemented in a topdown construction method.
There are also culverts recommended for tributary crossings along the main alignment. For these
structures, the size of pipe would vary based on the hydrologic flow requirements, but each is
expected to be a Reinforced Concrete Pipe (RCP) of less than 54” in diameter with two feet of
cover along the 60-foot pipe length.
Figures 2-4.1 and 2-4.2 identify the proposed structures along the trail alignment, not inclusive of
the neighborhood connections identified in Section 2.5.3.
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Figure 2-4.1: Alignment A
Structure Locations
XCLT Trail Corridor Study P2C Alignment
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Figure 2-4.2: Alignment B
Structure Locations
XCLT Trail Corridor Study P2C Alignment
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2.7

Greenway Materials and Maintenance
The XCLT P2C section of the XCLT is being planned and constructed by the City of Charlotte;
however, once completed, maintenance responsibilities will be shifted to Mecklenburg County.
Thus, it is important to coordinate between these agencies on materials to be used and
maintenance access assumptions.
As mentioned in Section 2.6, bridges are expected to be pre-fabricated steel structures. While
they must be brought in via construction easement and placed once on-site, this will allow for
notably less long-term maintenance for the structures than timber structures built in place.

Example of Steel Frame Bridge on Toby Creek Greenway

Proposed boardwalk segments would use timber and concrete decking for construction.
For the trail itself, outside of structural elements, the preferred material for use is asphalt, with
sections of concrete used in areas that will be frequently inundated by flooding. Concrete is the
more durable, lower maintenance option for those areas. To help determine the most effective
placement of concrete sections along the trail, VHB conducted preliminary hydraulic modeling to
determine areas that will likely be prone to flooding. Through this analysis and as illustrated in
Figure 2-5, it was shown that a majority of the proposed alignment, regardless of alternative, lies
below the 2-year flood elevation point. This means that much of the trail is likely to flood during a
significant rain event, meaning concrete should be considered for use along most of the trail.
Specific areas of concrete versus asphalt will be determined in later stages of design when the
hydraulic analysis can be based on survey results.
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Not to Scale

Figure 2-5.1:
Floodplain Cross Section
XCLT Trail Corridor Study
P2C Alignment

Not to Scale

Figure 2-5.2:
Floodplain Cross Section
XCLT Trail Corridor Study
P2C Alignment

Not to Scale

Figure 2-5.3:
Floodplain Cross Section
XCLT Trail Corridor Study
P2C Alignment

2.8

Placemaking Opportunities
Given the topography and unique urban forest environment, the trail itself may be viewed by
many users as an experience and opportunity to connect with nature. Additional
placemaking/amenity desires and ideas could be identified through future public engagement
efforts and in coordination with the Arts & Science Council. Potential locations and ideas for
placemaking that were identified during the study by the project team included:


An educational trailside exhibit related to the wastewater treatment facility;



Trailside exhibits showcasing plants and wildlife that can be found along the trail;



A “lookout loop” at the east end of Segment 4 that would serve as the turnaround point
until Segment 5 is constructed in coordination with the trail plans for Cabarrus County.
Terminating the XCLT at this point avoids a “trail to nowhere” that could become a safety
concern. This loop could include trailside exhibits related plants and wildlife that can be
found along the trail. A lookout deck over the creek near the end of Segment 4 could
also serve as a natural stopping and resting point for users of the trail, prior to turning
around.



The integration of art into the trail should also be considered. Benches, signage and
fencing provide an opportunity to collaborate with local artists. The option to have “Paint
the Pavement” opportunities led by community partners would help to create a sense of
co-ownership and community along the trail.

Left: A lookout point and deck overlooking Mallard Creek could contribute to the user experience and provide a resting area, as well as opportunities for
wildlife observation; Right: An educational marker along the trail could Provide information about the area history and flora and fauna of interest
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3.0 Potential Impacts
3.1

Natural Resources Assessment

3.1.1 Wetlands
VHB performed a preliminary stream and wetland evaluation within the overall project study area
on April 21, 2020. During the evaluation, twenty-four (24) potential wetlands, one (1) small
potential pond, and twenty (20) potential streams were observed, as shown in Figure 3-1.
Wetland areas exhibited indicators of wetland hydrology, hydric soils, and hydrophytic vegetation,
at the time of the assessment.
Following selection of a preferred trail corridor, VHB will perform a detailed wetland delineation. A
request for Preliminary Jurisdictional Determination will be submitted to the United States Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE), and a Stream Origin Determination request will be submitted to the
North Carolina Division of Water Resources (NCDWR) to verify the status of aquatic resources
observed during the detailed delineation.

3.1.2 Protected Species
As of the most recently updated county list, dated June 27, 2018, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS) lists six federally protected species under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) for
Mecklenburg County. In addition, the bald eagle is protected under the Bald and Golden Eagle
Protection Act (Table 3-1). For each species, a discussion of the presence or absence of habitat is
included below along with the Biological Conclusion rendered based on survey results in the
study area.
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Figure 3-1: Hydrologic Features
XCLT Trail Corridor Study
P2C2 Alignment

Table 3-1: Federally Protected Species Listed for Mecklenburg County

Scientific
Name

Common Name

Federal Status

County Status

Habitat
Present

Recommended
Biological
Conclusion

Rhus
michauxii

Michaux’s sumac

Endangered

Current

Yes

Unresolved

Helianthus
schweinitzii

Schweinitz’s
sunflower

Endangered

Current

Yes

Unresolved

Echinacea
laevigata

Smooth
coneflower

Endangered

Current

Yes

Unresolved

Lasmigona
decorata

Carolina
heelsplitter

Endangered

Current

No

May Affect, Not
Likely to
Adversely Affect

Bombus affinis

Rusty-patched
bumble bee

Endangered

Historic

No

No Effect

Myotis
septentrionalis

Northern longeared bat

Threatened

Probable /
Potential

Yes

May Affect
(Relying on
findings of
1/5/2016 PBO)

Haliaeetus
leucocephalus

Bald eagle

BGPA

Current

No

No Eagle Act
Permit Required

Michaux’s sumac
USFWS Optimal Survey Window: May-October
Recommended Biological Conclusion: Unresolved
A desktop-GIS assessment of the project study area was performed in February 2020 using 2017
color aerials. Areas with an open canopy such as utility line and sewer rights-of-way, old road
beds, forest clearings, and road edges were identified as potentially suitable habitat for Michaux’s
sumac and targeted for field survey. A NCNHP data explorer report dated February 13, 2020
revealed no known occurrences of this species within 1 mile of the project study area. Visual
inspection of the project area on April 21, 2020 determined that suitable habitat is limited, but
present in some areas. Most of the open canopy areas identified by desktop assessment were
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observed in the field to be generally too moist to support this species and were within the active
floodplain of Mallard Creek.
The biological conclusion for this species is Unresolved at this time. Once a final project corridor is
selected, if habitat is present within the corridor, a plant-by-plant survey for this species will be
conducted in order to determine a final biological conclusion.
Schweinitz’s sunflower
USFWS Optimal Survey Window: Late August – October
Recommended Biological Conclusion: Unresolved
A desktop-GIS assessment of the project study area was performed in February 2020 using 2017
color aerials. Areas with an open canopy such as utility line and sewer rights-of-way, old road
beds, forest clearings, and road edges were identified as potentially suitable habitat for
Schweinitz’s sunflower and targeted for field survey. A NCNHP data explorer report dated
February 13, 2020 revealed a known occurrence of this species exists within 1 mile of the project
study area. Visual inspection of the project area on April 21, 2020 determined that suitable
habitat is limited, but present in some areas. Most of the open canopy areas identified by desktop
assessment were observed in the field to be generally too moist to support this species, and were
within the active floodplain of Mallard Creek.
The biological conclusion for this species is Unresolved at this time. Once a final project corridor is
selected, if habitat is present within the corridor, a plant-by-plant survey for this species will be
conducted in order to determine a final biological conclusion.
Smooth coneflower
USFWS Optimal Survey Window: Late May – October
Recommended Biological Conclusion: Unresolved
A desktop-GIS assessment of the project study area was performed in February 2020 using 2017
color aerials. Areas with an open canopy such as utility line and sewer rights-of-way, old road
beds, forest clearings, and road edges were identified as potentially suitable habitat for Smooth
coneflower and targeted for field survey. A NCNHP data explorer report dated February 13, 2020
revealed no known occurrences of this species within 1 mile of the project study area. Visual
inspection of the project area on April 21, 2020 determined that suitable habitat is limited, but
present in some areas. Most of the open canopy areas identified by desktop assessment were
observed in the field to be generally too moist to support this species, and were within the active
floodplain of Mallard Creek.
The biological conclusion for this species is Unresolved at this time. Once a final project corridor is
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selected, if habitat is present within the corridor, a plant-by-plant survey for this species will be
conducted in order to determine a final biological conclusion.
Carolina heelsplitter
USFWS Optimal Survey Window: year-round
Recommended Biological Conclusion: May Affect, Not Likely to Adversely Affect
Mallard Creek contains suitable mussel habitat within the project area; however, NCNHP records
show that the Carolina heelsplitter has not been documented within Mallard Creek. The majority
of the documented occurrences of this species are historic or have been extirpated. The USFWS
notes that only two populations of this species currently occur in North Carolina. The project
study area is not located within designated critical habitat for this species. Project implementation
will avoid stream impacts to the extent practicable, minimizing the potential for erosion and
sedimentation which may affect water quality and impair mussel habitat. Crossings of Mallard
Creek will be accomplished by bridge, and boardwalks and bridges will be utilized where possible
to cross wetlands and streams within the final proposed project corridor.
Due to the lack of known specimens in the project vicinity, the study area location outside of
designated critical habitat for this species, and the minimal impacts to streams during project
implementation, the recommended biological conclusion for this species is May Affect, Not Likely
to Adversely Affect.
Rusty-patched bumble bee
USFWS Optimal Survey Window: July – October (males), June – October (females), mid-March –
mid-October (queens), mid-October – mid-March (overwintering new queens)
Recommended Biological Conclusion: No Effect
The rusty-patched bumble bee is listed as historic in Mecklenburg County. A species list
generated for the project study area by the USFWS Information for Planning and Consultation
(IPaC) website does not list this species as potentially occurring within the project vicinity. NCNHP
records indicate no known occurrences of this species within 1 mile of the study area.
Due to the historic nature of records of this species in Mecklenburg County and the lack of nearby
occurrences, the biological conclusion for this species is No Effect.
Northern long-eared bat
USFWS Optimal Survey Window: January-February (hibernacula), April 1st-21st & September 15thOctober 31st (hibernacula entrance survey), May 15th – August 15th (summer surveys with mist
nets/acoustics)
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Recommended Biological Conclusion: May Affect
This project is relying upon the findings of the 1/5/2016 Programmatic Biological Opinion for
Final 4(d) Rule on the Northern Long-eared Bat and activities Excepted from Take Prohibitions to
fulfill project-specific ESA compliance responsibilities.
Bald Eagle
USFWS Optimal Survey Window: year-round; November – March (optimal to observe birds and
nests); February – May (optimal to observe active nesting)
Recommended Biological Conclusion: Not Required, No Eagle Act Permit Required
A desktop-GIS assessment of the project study area, as well as the area within a 1.13-mile radius
(1.0 mile plus 660 feet) of the project limits, was performed in April 2019 using 2017 color aerials.
There are no water bodies large enough and sufficiently open to be considered a potential
feeding source within this radius. Because there was no potentially suitable foraging habitat
adjacent to the study area, no nest survey was conducted. A NCNHP data explorer report, dated
February 13, 2020, revealed no known occurrences of this species within 1 mile of the study area.
Due to the lack of suitable foraging habitat and the lack of known occurrences in the project
vicinity, no Eagle Act permit will be required for project implementation.

3.2

Floodplain Impacts
Nearly the entirety of the proposed alignment, regardless of alternative, lies within the floodplain
of Mallard Creek based on preliminary hydraulic modeling. This is an important factor to consider
as it relates to permitting the proposed trail. When impervious surface and bridge structures are
added to an undisturbed area, this can cause a change in the hydraulic flow and the extents of the
identified flood plains. When the change in the floodplain has the potential to inundate an
insurable structure, such as a residence, serious consideration must be given to that impact.
Whether or not the rise condition resulting from the trail construction would be able to be
permitted via a Conditional Letter of Map Revision (CLOMR) is the factor to consider. Table 3-2
defines the levels of likelihood that a given structure could be permitted, based on experience
and engineering judgement.
Segment 1 There are no identifiable FEMA-insurable structures within this segment. The alignment
is assumed to be generally at grade, with one crossing in each alternative, both classified as
“Probable” to be permitted.
Segment 2 There are no identifiable FEMA-insurable structures within this segment. The alignment
is assumed to be generally at grade, with one crossing in each alternative, both classified as
“Highly Likely” to be permitted.
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Table 3-2: Permit Probabilities

Probability of
Permitting
Highly Likely
Probable

Possible

Unlikely
Highly
Unlikely

Basis for Classification
This classification was given in circumstances where there are no crossings and the trail
is generally at grade or there are no FEMA-insurable structures anywhere in the vicinity.
This classification was given in circumstances where there may be minor challenges to
meeting no-rise criteria in areas where there is a nearby FEMA-insurable structure in
the floodplain.
This classification was given in circumstances where there is a FEMA insurable structure
near a crossing, but there is potential to design the crossing to avoid a rise on a the
structure.
This classification was given in circumstances where the anticipated crossing in the
floodway/floodplain would be difficult to provide enough conveyance to avoid adverse
impacts on a nearby a FEMA insurable structure.
This classification was given in circumstances where any obstruction in the
floodway/floodplain would create a near-certain adverse impact on a FEMA insurable
structure in the immediate vicinity.

Segment 3 There are multiple identifiable FEMA-insurable structures within this segment. The
alignment is assumed to be generally at grade, with two crossings in each alternative


Alternative A – There are two main alignment crossings, both classified as “possible” to be
permitted.



Alternative B – There are no main alignment crossings, but two potential neighborhood
connections that involve crossing Mallard Creek. The upstream crossing, tying to
Kempsford Drive is classified as “probable.” The downstream crossing, connecting to
Dashiel Drive is classified as “unlikely” due to FEMA-Insurable structures just upstream of
it.

Segment 4 There are multiple identifiable FEMA-insurable structures within this segment. The
alignment is assumed to be generally at grade, with two crossings in each alternative


Alternative A – There are two neighborhood connector alignment crossings, both
classified as “possible” to be permitted.



Alternative B – There are no main alignment crossings, but two potential neighborhood
connections that involve crossing Mallard Creek. The upstream crossing, tying to
Swanquarter Drive/Harris Mill Lane is classified as “unlikely” to be permitted; while the
downstream crossing, connecting to Gray Feather Drive is classified as “possible” to be
permitted.

Segment 5 There are no identifiable FEMA-insurable structures within this segment. The
alignment is assumed to be generally at grade, with one crossing in Alternative A, classified as
(Probable) to be permitted. Alternative B has no crossings and is classified as “Highly Likely”
to be permitted.
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3.3

Property Impacts
Publicly Owned Parcels
In preparation for the construction of various greenways and the Cross-Charlotte Trail, the county
acquired several properties along the proposed trail route. The XCLT P2C segment begins at
Pavilion Boulevard and heads east, along Mallard Creek. A majority of the county owned parcels
back up against residential neighborhoods. Where feasibly and physically possible, it is intended
to use all County and City owned properties along the trail alignment. This is also true for
considerations related to construction and maintenance easements.
Privately Owned Parcels
The XCLT P2C trail segment will also impact private properties. The project team weighed the
impacts to cost and to real estate/homeowners when evaluating alignment alternatives. Gaining
support from the public and impacted property owners will be key to the success of the project.
Table 3-2 summarizes the number of publicly and privately owned parcels expected to be
impacted for each segment in each alternative. Figure 3-2 illustrates the locations of public vs.
privately owned parcels along the proposed alignments.

Table 3-3: Parcel Ownership

Segment/

Alternative A

Alternative B

Alternative

Publicly
Owned

Privately
Owned

Publicly
Owned

Privately
Owned

Segment 1
Segment 2
Segment 3
Segment 4
Segment 5

1
1
3
1
0

2
0
10
0
3

1
1
2
1
0

1
0
10*
0
3

*Average impacted area to total parcel area is approximately 40% for these parcels
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Right-of-Way acquisition is an important factor in the overall cost of any new project, such as XCLT P2C.
Because the estimator tool used for trail construction estimates (see Section 6.0 for further detail) includes
generic ROW costs, VHB developed local ROW cost estimates to help in decision making related to
alignments. The ROW estimates for private parcels are based on the projected area of impact and the
current tax value of the land by parcel. The CDOT Planning level cost estimator spreadsheet was also
utilized to account for administrative and contingency costs expected for the ROW acquisition process.
Table 6-4 below summarizes the expected ROW costs for each alternative, including the preferred
alignment option. These estimates assume no costs associated with lands owned by the City or County or
costs associated with easement acquisition on public land.
Table 3-4: Estimated ROW Costs *

Segment/

Alternative A

Alternative B

$42,000
n/a

$48,000
n/a
$365,000

Segment 4

$130,000
n/a

Segment 5

$80,000

$147,000

Alternative
Segment 1
Segment 2
Segment 3

n/a

*Cost estimates are based only on private property acquisition needs, using a combination of current tax values and expected CDOT
expenditures for appraisals, condemnations and contingencies.
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3.4

Utilities Coordination
VHB coordinated with utility owners along the XCLT P2C alignment to determine potential
impacts to the existing infrastructure. The following are the owners of existing utilities in the
project area that could be impacted by this project:

3.4.1 Duke Energy Transmission
Coordination with the Transmission Asset Protection group within Duke-Energy indicated that
there were no fatal flaw impacts to the transmission easements in the project study area. There
are potential conflicts within Segments 3, 4 and 5; however, impacts would be allowed assuming
clearance heights are met. Additionally, no work, fill, or easements are allowed within 25 feet of
the towers, poles, or guy wires within the transmission easements.

3.4.2 Charlotte Water
There is a sewer easement along a portion of the north side of Mallard Creek that has been
considered for use in the alignment. Coordination with Charlotte Water produced some
understanding of the constraints and guidelines that would be required to pursue use of the
easement for the XCLT, including:

3.5



Use of existing easement agreements is unlikely; the project would need to pursue
agreement specific to trail construction. This is likely feasible given that the sewer
easements are generally non-exclusive.



No permanent structures are allowed in the easement, but a paved trail would be
allowed. Consideration will need to be given to bridge locations for crossing Mallard
Creek and the proximity of those to the existing easement.



Use of boardwalks within the easements will require additional coordination with and
approval by Charlotte Water as they introduce concerns about the ability to maintain the
easement.



Access from Mallard Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant driveway for construction and
maintenance purposes raises some concerns and would require some additional
coordination; an alternate construction and maintenance access point may be needed.

Geotechnical Assessment
A desktop review of available GIS data did not reveal any geotechnical concerns that would
constitute a fatal flaw to the project; however, no geotechnical field work was performed for this
stage of the planning and design process. A detailed geotechnical assessment should be
conducted in the next phase of planning and design.

3.6

PCSO Summary
The City of Charlotte has implemented a Post Construction Storm Water Ordinance (PCSO) that
gives the City the authority to regulate storm water discharge of development and
redevelopment activities to protect, maintain and enhance public health, safety, environment and
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general welfare. Per the Post Construction Administrative Manual, PCSO applies to a project if it
meets certain criteria for built upon area (BUA) or total disturbed area.
A greenway may be exempt for BUA and buffer impacts for the width of the trail described in the
Mecklenburg County Master Plan (or 10 ft if none is listed). The project must create more than
20,000 square feet of BUA and disturb greater than 1 acre to be subject to the ordinance. A
summary of the likely criteria for the XCLT P2C segment is as follows:


P2C segment of XLCT is listed in the Greenway Master Plan; 10 ft of trail width may be
exempt for BUA & buffer impacts



The project will be considered a development project that creates more than 20,000 SF of
BUA; therefore, it will be subject to PCSO



The project area will be greater than 1 ace and is in the Central Catawba Watershed
District



The project will likely have <24% BUA, making it a low-density project that must comply
with vegetated conveyances to maximum extent possible (Sect. 18-143 (a)(1))



2-yr and 10-yr 6hr peak control is typically required; however, the project will likely be
exempt as it is in and immediately adjacent to the floodplain of Mallard Creek

The PCSO also creates stream buffers in three zones. They are the streamside zone (30’), managed
use zone (45’), and upland zone (25’ + 50% of the flood fringe area) for streams with greater than
640 acres of drainage area. Per the administrative manual, the trail is exempt for up to 10’ of
width if it is located within a sanitary sewer easement.
There are several buffer impact mitigation opportunities, including revegetation and paying an
impact fee of $10 per SF. The mitigation should occur within the vicinity of the project and either
before or at the same time as the impacts. The revegetation option is typically the most cost
effective. There may be opportunities to revegetate sections of the trail on the publicly owned
parcels.
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4.0 Preferred Alignment
Through the project progression and coordination with the City of Charlotte, the preferred
alignment for the XCLT P2C (Section 11) final design includes the following:


Segment 1 – Alternative B



Segment 2 – Alternative A/B (they are identical alignments on this segment)



Segment 3 – Alternative A



Segment 4 – Alternative A



Segment 5 – Alternative B

The preferred alignment is depicted in Figure 4-1.

After considering various evaluation criteria including property impacts, wetland/stream
impacts, potential for neighborhood connections, the need for structures, utility impacts, etc.,
the alternative described above was found to provide the most potential benefit and the
least potential negative impacts.
Table 4-1: Preferred Alignment Summary

Segment length (ft)
Number of structures
Includes boardwalk
Impacted properties (public/private)
Likelihood to permit creek crossings

Segment

Segment 2

Segment

Segment

Segment 5

1 (B)

(A/B)

3 (A)

4 (A)

(B)

1,265’
1
Yes
1/1
Probable

2,045’
0
Yes
1/0
Highly Likely

4,360’
3
Yes
3/10
Possible

1,400’

3,125’
1
Yes
0/3
Highly Likely
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5.0 Permitting and Coordination
Permits likely to be required to receive approval to construct the XCLT-XCLT P2C Segment are:

5.1

Mecklenburg County – Floodplain Development

Per the County’s floodplain regulations, modifications to the watercourse will require the submission of a
Floodplain Development Permit (FDP) with certification requirements that include a flood impact
assessment (FIA) study.
The FIA study will be created using a detailed hydrologic and hydraulic model of the proposed
improvements. It is anticipated that the floodplain modification will be applied for as a no-rise condition
since there are existing insurable structures currently located within the floodplain. This project cannot
cause an increase in base flood elevations on an insurable structure.

5.2

NCDEQ Erosion and Sedimentation Control Permit

The project will require a permit application package which will include NCDEA E&SC checklist, a financial
responsibility form to be signed by the City, calculation package, construction plans, and application fee.

5.3

US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and NC Division of Water
Resources (NCDWR) Section 404 and 401 Clean Water Act
Permits

If stream and/or wetland impacts are necessary to meet the needs of the project, then a pre-construction
notification (PCN) will be submitted to the USACE and NCDWR requesting authorization to perform the
necessary impacts. Based on the anticipated minimal impacts associated with this project, a general
Nationwide Permit (NWP) is applicable.
As part of the permit application process, coordination with the US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) is
necessary in order demonstrate that no adverse effects to federally threatened or endangered species will
result from the proposed project. In addition, coordination with the NC State Historic Preservation Office
(NCSHPO) is necessary to account for potential historic, cultural and/or archeological resources within or
near the project area.
Compensatory mitigation will likely be required to off-set all unavoidable impacts to streams and/ or
wetlands associated with the project. The purchase of mitigation credits through the City’s Umbrella
Mitigation Bank will be proposed during the PCN process.
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6.0 Opinion of Probable Cost
A planning level opinion of probable cost was developed for each of the alternatives, including
construction and right-of-way considerations. For this level of design only certain pay items are able to be
quantified directly and are subject to change as more detailed designs are completed. The calculation of
construction costs is based on the North Carolina Department of Transportation Pedestrian and Bike
Improvement STI Cost Estimator Tool for this stage of design. This tool accounts for generic costs
associated with design, ROW and utility costs. Below is a summary of the estimated construction costs by
Alternative and Segment. Specific details to the inputs used to estimate these costs can be found in the
appendix. For all estimates below, the follow assumptions apply:


Trail estimates based on NCDOT P6.0 Bike Ped estimator tool and include design, ROW, and utility
costs



Bridge, wayfinding, and neighborhood connection costs from Charlotte region average steel
greenway bridge cost as reported in “2020: A New Frontier for Greenway Costs” from Carolina
Thread Trail Forum, December 2019



Estimates do not include construction contingency



Boardwalk estimate range from $625 - $1,136/LF; estimate included is an average



Erosion control estimated at $145,000/mile

Table 6-1: Cost Estimate (Main Line of Alternatives)

Segment/

Main Line - Alternative A

Main Line - Alternative B

Alternative

Construction

ROW

Construction

ROW

Segment 1

$2,953,000

$42,000

$2,440,000

$48,000

Segment 2

$3,306,000

n/a

$3,306,000

n/a

Segment 3

$9,454,000

$130,000

$6,755,000

$365,000

Segment 4

$2,431,000

n/a

$2,170,000

n/a

Segment 5

$5,361,000

$80,000

$4,946,000

$147,000

Total

$23,757,000

Preferred Alignment
Total

$20,177,000
$22,902,000

*Shaded costs indicate preferred alignment
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As outlined in Section 2.5.3, there are opportunities to make connections to neighborhoods along the
trail. Depending on the selected alternative per segment, these cost estimates connections can vary
slightly. As with the mainline estimates, Table 6-2 summarizes these estimates, including construction and
ROW costs. Further detail on what is assumed in these estimates can be found in the appendix.
Table 6-2: Cost Estimate (Optional Neighborhood Connectors)

Segment/

Alternative A

Alternative B

Alternative

Construction

ROW

Construction

ROW

Segment 1
Pavilion
Connector

$311,000

$91,000

$311,000

$91,000

Segment 2
Kempsford Dr
Connector

$382,000

n/a

$1,417,000

n/a

Segment 3
Circle Dr
Connector

$1,549,000

n/a

$635,000

n/a

Segment 4
Swanquarter Dr
Connector (W)

$1,630,000

n/a

$1,630,000

n/a

Segment 4
Swanquarter Dr
Connector (E)

$1,133,000

n/a

$1,133,000

n/a

In addition to the costs above, there would be cost incurred for the construction of the XCLT terminus
“look out” or turn-around point, as described in Section 2.8. At this point in the project design, there is no
defined expectation of what this place-making opportunity may include; thus, a general cost estimate of
$70,000 for a deck structure should be assumed as part of the overall construction cost.
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7.0 Public Involvement
Due to COVID‐19 associated social distancing measures, a regular in‐person public input meeting was
not possible in mid‐May 2020 as initially planned. Instead of an in‐person meeting, the study team
utilized the City website to post recorded materials and a survey link requesting feedback for draft
greenway alignment. A recording of the presentation provided an overview of the greenway segments
location and the general timeline for implementation. The materials were posted on May 21st and the
survey was open from May 21st through Friday, June 5th. The survey questions were the same for both
Segment 10 and Segment 11 of the Cross Charlotte Trail.

Image of Online Presentation and Survey Posted on the City of Charlotte
Website, https://charlottenc.gov/Projects/Pages/XCLTCabarrus.aspx

A total of 104 respondents took the online survey. Participants were asked to respond to two
key questions as part the survey: how they would they like to use the greenway and what
destinations would they would like to access from the greenway. Community members were
able to select multiple answers.
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The first question asked how the respondent or members of their household would like to use
the future Cross Charlotte Trail. Bicycling was the most popular choice, followed by walking,
enjoying the outdoors and running. About one third of responders also indicated they would
like to use the trail for commuting or transportation purposes.
Figure 7-1: Online Survey Results – Trail Usage

The second question asked respondents to select destinations that they or members of their
households would like to connect to from the trail. The most popular responses were
restaurants (55%), UNC-Charlotte (52%), and grocery store/retail (49%). Additional destinations
that received over one-third of responses included: Kirk Farm Fields park, shopping centers, and
transit stops.
Figure 7-2: Online Survey Results – Desired Destinations
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The respondents were also asked to fill out optional demographic information questions.
Respondents who identified as white males were the largest group. Men made up 69% of the
survey respondents, with 30% of respondents identifying as women and 1% of respondents
choosing “other” for their gender category. The distribution by age was skewed towards
respondents 30 and older with respondents in the 30-39 age category representing the largest
group; only 4.9% of respondents were under the age of 30. Those who identified as White made
up 85% of respondents, followed by Black or African American (5%), multiple races, and Asian.
Only five of 91 respondents self-identified as having Hispanic or Latino ethnicity.
Figure 7-3: Online Survey Results – Respondent Demographics

Respondent Age Distribution

Respondent Gender

4.9%

1.0%
Female

30.0%

30‐39

21.6%

Male

69.0%

26.5%

23.5%
23.5%

Other (specify)

21‐29

40‐49
50‐59
60 or older

Race
2.0%
5.0%

3.0%
White
Black or African‐American
85.0%

Asian
From multiple races

Spanish, Hispanic, or Latino Ethnicity
1.1%

1.1%

3.3%

I am not Spanish Hispanic, or Latino
Mexican
Puerto Rican

94.5%

Some other Spanish, Hispanic, or Latino group
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8.0 Stakeholder Coordination
The following jurisdictions and agencies were invited to participate in Cross Charlotte Trail, Pavilion to
Cabarrus Project Team meetings:






Cabarrus County Active Living and Parks
Carolina Thread Trail
City of Concord Parks and Recreation
Mecklenburg County Park and Recreation
Town of Harrisburg Planning and Economic Development Department

As mentioned earlier in the report, Mecklenburg County Park and Recreation will be the entity that will
be responsible for greenway maintenance along Cross Charlotte Trail Segment 11 upon completion, so
their feedback and support has been particularly important as the study team explored various issues
and alignment alternatives.
From stakeholders on the Cabarrus County side, the study team received feedback that terminating the
alignment on the north side of Mallard Creek is preferable from the perspective of future Cabarrus
County and Harrisburg connections.
In addition, the study team reached out to property owners and utility agencies along the future
greenway corridor to solicit their feedback and to identify issues early in the process. A second round of
stakeholder outreach is planned for the fall of 2020. The following feedback has been received from
major property owners so far:








PNC Music Pavilion‐no immediate concerns with plan; they would be open to having a
construction easement and potential future greenway (walking/bicycling) connector that would
impact the property at Pavilion Boulevard near VIP Parking Area driveway entry; staff
mentioned a hospitality guide that is often provided for visiting performers—this guide could be
updated in the future after greenway construction to highlight the opportunity for visitors to go
walking on the greenway before the show; there is also an interest in supporting wayfinding
features along Segment 11 to bring in the theme of music in connection with PNC Music Pavilion
location
WRS Inc. (former owner of the Shoppes at Mallard Creek site)‐they no longer own parcels
directly impacted by the greenway corridor; study team members were not able to find the
contact info for new owner (a company based in Florida) as of the writing of the Planning Study
report; Walmart owns a portion of the parcel on which the Walmart store is located
Pavilion Village Apartments‐feedback received from Drucker and Faulk Multifamily was
favorable, they are supportive of the greenway and future connection to the apartment
complex and would be open to a construction easement at the northeastern edge of their
property along North Tryon Street
No feedback received from CarPartsNC, QuickTrip, Regal Starlight‐Charlotte
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9.0 Recommendations
The Study team has reviewed the data gathered so far for the corridor and would recommend the
following main trunk greenway alignment:


Segment 1: Alternative B (shorter bridge, avoiding the wetland as much as possible); some
impacts to PNC Music Pavilion parcel will likely be required for construction access easement
and to construct a walking/bicycling link from the greenway up to Pavilion Boulevard.



Segment 2: Both Alternatives are identical and stay to the north of Mallard Creek; a currently‐
preferred location for a connector greenway to the Pavilion Village Apartments complex has
been identified, subject to follow‐up survey work and additional data collection; construction
and maintenance access point will need to be worked and would likely have to be provided from
North Tryon Street (NC 29) along the City of Charlotte‐owned property.



Segment 3: Alternative A is preferred with a crossing to the south side of Mallard Creek, for the
greenway alignment to stay primarily on County‐owned land in proximity to larger residential
neighborhoods; there are some topography challenges here for neighborhood connections but
construction and maintenance access from the end of several residential streets is expected to
be possible.



Segment 4: Alternative A is preferred; a neighborhood connector would require an additional
bridge back over to the south side of Mallard Creek; construction and maintenance access from
Charlotte‐owned property around Mallard Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant will need to be
worked out in further coordination with Charlotte water; a lookout deck over Mallard Creek or
another placemaking feature /resting stop feature is recommend as it is likely that Segment 4
would be the end of the initially‐constructed greenway.



Segment 5: Alternative B is preferred, keeping the greenway alignment to the north of Mallard
Creek where it meets the Cabarrus County line. This alignment would connect with the intended
future trail on the Cabarrus County side. Currently this section does not have any obvious
connections to residential neighborhoods and construction is recommended to be postponed
until the Cabarrus County connecting greenway is programmed for construction, to avoid a long
dead‐end segment with no eyes on the trail.
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Appendix
Cost Estimate Details

XCLT P2C AltASeg1
Pre-Planning Level Cost Estimate
ESTIMATED BY:
CHECKED BY:
PROJECT NO.:
MUNIS PL#:
Date:

VHB Engineering
Full name - City Only
PMESxxxxxx
4288xxxxxx
6/30/2020
ESTIMATE TO DATE

Planning Phase
Engineering Planning (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$359,000
$204,720

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Survey Cost (Survey, mapping, plats, and construction staking)

$153,540
$0
$538,000

Design Phase
Engineering Design (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$307,080

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Miscellaneous Fees (printing, postage, public meetings, etc.)
Permitting Fees (EC, Encroachment, etc.)
Subconsultant Fees (ESA I, II, Structural, etc.)
Railroad Review and Permitting Fees

$230,310
$0
$0
$0
$0
$42,000

Real Estate Phase
RE Costs (R/W, easements, agent fees, appraisals, legal, staff costs)
Construction Phase
Construction Cost
Construction Inspection and Project Admin (15% of construction cost)
Geotechnical (Borings, testing, exploration, design, etc.)
Utility Relocation, Underground Utility Relocations, Soft Digs
Pipe Video Cost
PCSO Construction and Mitigation Fees
Traffic and/or Pedestrian Signals
Landscaping
Pedestrian Lighting
Decorative Street Lighting

$42,000
$2,953,000
$2,559,000
$383,850
$10,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

PROJECT SUB TOTAL
Project Contingency (Add percentage assumed of Sub Total costs)

$3,892,000
$1,167,600

PROJECT TOTAL

$5,059,600

TOTAL PROJECT ESTIMATE
Project Length and Typical:
New location Greenway (XCLT, Segment 11 P2C)

Notes and Assumptions:

Form updated April 2019

$5,060,000

XCLT P2C AltASeg2
Pre-Planning Level Cost Estimate
ESTIMATED BY:
CHECKED BY:
PROJECT NO.:
MUNIS PL#:
Date:

VHB Engineering
Full name - City Only
PMESxxxxxx
4288xxxxxx
6/30/2020
ESTIMATE TO DATE

Planning Phase
Engineering Planning (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$402,000
$229,280

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Survey Cost (Survey, mapping, plats, and construction staking)

$171,960
$0
$602,000

Design Phase
Engineering Design (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$343,920

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Miscellaneous Fees (printing, postage, public meetings, etc.)
Permitting Fees (EC, Encroachment, etc.)
Subconsultant Fees (ESA I, II, Structural, etc.)
Railroad Review and Permitting Fees

$257,940
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Real Estate Phase
RE Costs (R/W, easements, agent fees, appraisals, legal, staff costs)
Construction Phase
Construction Cost
Construction Inspection and Project Admin (15% of construction cost)
Geotechnical (Borings, testing, exploration, design, etc.)
Utility Relocation, Underground Utility Relocations, Soft Digs
Pipe Video Cost
PCSO Construction and Mitigation Fees
Traffic and/or Pedestrian Signals
Landscaping
Pedestrian Lighting
Decorative Street Lighting

$0
$3,306,000
$2,866,000
$429,900
$10,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

PROJECT SUB TOTAL
Project Contingency (Add percentage assumed of Sub Total costs)

$4,310,000
$1,293,000

PROJECT TOTAL

$5,603,000

TOTAL PROJECT ESTIMATE
Project Length and Typical:
New location Greenway (XCLT, Segment 11 P2C)

Notes and Assumptions:

Form updated April 2019

$5,610,000

XCLT P2C AltASeg3
Pre-Planning Level Cost Estimate
ESTIMATED BY:
CHECKED BY:
PROJECT NO.:
MUNIS PL#:
Date:

VHB Engineering
Full name - City Only
PMESxxxxxx
4288xxxxxx
6/30/2020
ESTIMATE TO DATE

Planning Phase
Engineering Planning (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$1,150,000
$656,960

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Survey Cost (Survey, mapping, plats, and construction staking)

$492,720
$0
$1,725,000

Design Phase
Engineering Design (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$985,440

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Miscellaneous Fees (printing, postage, public meetings, etc.)
Permitting Fees (EC, Encroachment, etc.)
Subconsultant Fees (ESA I, II, Structural, etc.)
Railroad Review and Permitting Fees

$739,080
$0
$0
$0
$0
$130,000

Real Estate Phase
RE Costs (R/W, easements, agent fees, appraisals, legal, staff costs)
Construction Phase
Construction Cost
Construction Inspection and Project Admin (15% of construction cost)
Geotechnical (Borings, testing, exploration, design, etc.)
Utility Relocation, Underground Utility Relocations, Soft Digs
Pipe Video Cost
PCSO Construction and Mitigation Fees
Traffic and/or Pedestrian Signals
Landscaping
Pedestrian Lighting
Decorative Street Lighting

$130,000
$9,454,000
$8,212,000
$1,231,800
$10,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

PROJECT SUB TOTAL
Project Contingency (Add percentage assumed of Sub Total costs)

$12,459,000
$3,737,700

PROJECT TOTAL

$16,196,700

TOTAL PROJECT ESTIMATE
Project Length and Typical:
New location Greenway (XCLT, Segment 11 P2C)

Notes and Assumptions:

Form updated April 2019

$16,200,000

XCLT P2C AltASeg4
Pre-Planning Level Cost Estimate
ESTIMATED BY:
CHECKED BY:
PROJECT NO.:
MUNIS PL#:
Date:

VHB Engineering
Full name - City Only
PMESxxxxxx
4288xxxxxx
6/30/2020
ESTIMATE TO DATE

Planning Phase
Engineering Planning (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$295,000
$168,400

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Survey Cost (Survey, mapping, plats, and construction staking)

$126,300
$0
$443,000

Design Phase
Engineering Design (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$252,600

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Miscellaneous Fees (printing, postage, public meetings, etc.)
Permitting Fees (EC, Encroachment, etc.)
Subconsultant Fees (ESA I, II, Structural, etc.)
Railroad Review and Permitting Fees

$189,450
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Real Estate Phase
RE Costs (R/W, easements, agent fees, appraisals, legal, staff costs)
Construction Phase
Construction Cost
Construction Inspection and Project Admin (15% of construction cost)
Geotechnical (Borings, testing, exploration, design, etc.)
Utility Relocation, Underground Utility Relocations, Soft Digs
Pipe Video Cost
PCSO Construction and Mitigation Fees
Traffic and/or Pedestrian Signals
Landscaping
Pedestrian Lighting
Decorative Street Lighting

$0
$2,431,000
$2,105,000
$315,750
$10,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

PROJECT SUB TOTAL
Project Contingency (Add percentage assumed of Sub Total costs)

$3,169,000
$950,700

PROJECT TOTAL

$4,119,700

TOTAL PROJECT ESTIMATE
Project Length and Typical:
New location Greenway (XCLT, Segment 11 P2C)

Notes and Assumptions:

Form updated April 2019

$4,120,000

XCLT P2C AltASeg5
Pre-Planning Level Cost Estimate
ESTIMATED BY:
CHECKED BY:
PROJECT NO.:
MUNIS PL#:
Date:

VHB Engineering
Full name - City Only
PMESxxxxxx
4288xxxxxx
6/30/2020
ESTIMATE TO DATE

Planning Phase
Engineering Planning (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$652,000
$372,240

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Survey Cost (Survey, mapping, plats, and construction staking)

$279,180
$0
$978,000

Design Phase
Engineering Design (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$558,360

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Miscellaneous Fees (printing, postage, public meetings, etc.)
Permitting Fees (EC, Encroachment, etc.)
Subconsultant Fees (ESA I, II, Structural, etc.)
Railroad Review and Permitting Fees

$418,770
$0
$0
$0
$0
$80,000

Real Estate Phase
RE Costs (R/W, easements, agent fees, appraisals, legal, staff costs)
Construction Phase
Construction Cost
Construction Inspection and Project Admin (15% of construction cost)
Geotechnical (Borings, testing, exploration, design, etc.)
Utility Relocation, Underground Utility Relocations, Soft Digs
Pipe Video Cost
PCSO Construction and Mitigation Fees
Traffic and/or Pedestrian Signals
Landscaping
Pedestrian Lighting
Decorative Street Lighting

$80,000
$5,361,000
$4,653,000
$697,950
$10,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

PROJECT SUB TOTAL
Project Contingency (Add percentage assumed of Sub Total costs)

$7,071,000
$2,121,300

PROJECT TOTAL

$9,192,300

TOTAL PROJECT ESTIMATE
Project Length and Typical:
New location Greenway (XCLT, Segment 11 P2C)

Notes and Assumptions:

Form updated April 2019

$9,200,000

XCLT P2C AltBSeg1
Pre-Planning Level Cost Estimate
ESTIMATED BY:
CHECKED BY:
PROJECT NO.:
MUNIS PL#:
Date:

VHB Engineering
Full name - City Only
PMESxxxxxx
4288xxxxxx
6/30/2020
ESTIMATE TO DATE

Planning Phase
Engineering Planning (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$296,000
$169,040

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Survey Cost (Survey, mapping, plats, and construction staking)

$126,780
$0
$444,000

Design Phase
Engineering Design (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$253,560

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Miscellaneous Fees (printing, postage, public meetings, etc.)
Permitting Fees (EC, Encroachment, etc.)
Subconsultant Fees (ESA I, II, Structural, etc.)
Railroad Review and Permitting Fees

$190,170
$0
$0
$0
$0
$48,000

Real Estate Phase
RE Costs (R/W, easements, agent fees, appraisals, legal, staff costs)
Construction Phase
Construction Cost
Construction Inspection and Project Admin (15% of construction cost)
Geotechnical (Borings, testing, exploration, design, etc.)
Utility Relocation, Underground Utility Relocations, Soft Digs
Pipe Video Cost
PCSO Construction and Mitigation Fees
Traffic and/or Pedestrian Signals
Landscaping
Pedestrian Lighting
Decorative Street Lighting

$48,000
$2,440,000
$2,113,000
$316,950
$10,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

PROJECT SUB TOTAL
Project Contingency (Add percentage assumed of Sub Total costs)

$3,228,000
$968,400

PROJECT TOTAL

$4,196,400

TOTAL PROJECT ESTIMATE
Project Length and Typical:
New location Greenway (XCLT, Segment 11 P2C)

Notes and Assumptions:

Form updated April 2019

$4,200,000

XCLT P2C AltBSeg2
Pre-Planning Level Cost Estimate
ESTIMATED BY:
CHECKED BY:
PROJECT NO.:
MUNIS PL#:
Date:

VHB Engineering
Full name - City Only
PMESxxxxxx
4288xxxxxx
MO/DA/YEAR
ESTIMATE TO DATE

Planning Phase
Engineering Planning (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$402,000
$229,280

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Survey Cost (Survey, mapping, plats, and construction staking)

$171,960
$0
$602,000

Design Phase
Engineering Design (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$343,920

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Miscellaneous Fees (printing, postage, public meetings, etc.)
Permitting Fees (EC, Encroachment, etc.)
Subconsultant Fees (ESA I, II, Structural, etc.)
Railroad Review and Permitting Fees

$257,940
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Real Estate Phase
RE Costs (R/W, easements, agent fees, appraisals, legal, staff costs)
Construction Phase
Construction Cost
Construction Inspection and Project Admin (15% of construction cost)
Geotechnical (Borings, testing, exploration, design, etc.)
Utility Relocation, Underground Utility Relocations, Soft Digs
Pipe Video Cost
PCSO Construction and Mitigation Fees
Traffic and/or Pedestrian Signals
Landscaping
Pedestrian Lighting
Decorative Street Lighting

$0
$3,306,000
$2,866,000
$429,900
$10,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

PROJECT SUB TOTAL
Project Contingency (Add percentage assumed of Sub Total costs)

$4,310,000
$1,293,000

PROJECT TOTAL

$5,603,000

TOTAL PROJECT ESTIMATE
Project Length and Typical:
New location Greenway (XCLT, Segment 11 P2C)

Notes and Assumptions:

Form updated April 2019

$5,610,000

XCLT P2C AltBSeg3
Pre-Planning Level Cost Estimate
ESTIMATED BY:
CHECKED BY:
PROJECT NO.:
MUNIS PL#:
Date:

VHB Engineering
Full name - City Only
PMESxxxxxx
4288xxxxxx
6/30/2020
ESTIMATE TO DATE

Planning Phase
Engineering Planning (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$822,000
$469,200

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Survey Cost (Survey, mapping, plats, and construction staking)

$351,900
$0
$1,232,000

Design Phase
Engineering Design (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$703,800

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Miscellaneous Fees (printing, postage, public meetings, etc.)
Permitting Fees (EC, Encroachment, etc.)
Subconsultant Fees (ESA I, II, Structural, etc.)
Railroad Review and Permitting Fees

$527,850
$0
$0
$0
$0
$365,000

Real Estate Phase
RE Costs (R/W, easements, agent fees, appraisals, legal, staff costs)
Construction Phase
Construction Cost
Construction Inspection and Project Admin (15% of construction cost)
Geotechnical (Borings, testing, exploration, design, etc.)
Utility Relocation, Underground Utility Relocations, Soft Digs
Pipe Video Cost
PCSO Construction and Mitigation Fees
Traffic and/or Pedestrian Signals
Landscaping
Pedestrian Lighting
Decorative Street Lighting

$365,000
$6,755,000
$5,865,000
$879,750
$10,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

PROJECT SUB TOTAL
Project Contingency (Add percentage assumed of Sub Total costs)

$9,174,000
$2,752,200

PROJECT TOTAL

$11,926,200

TOTAL PROJECT ESTIMATE
Project Length and Typical:
New location Greenway (XCLT, Segment 11 P2C)

Notes and Assumptions:

Form updated April 2019

$11,930,000

XCLT P2C AltBSeg4
Pre-Planning Level Cost Estimate
ESTIMATED BY:
CHECKED BY:
PROJECT NO.:
MUNIS PL#:
Date:

VHB Engineering
Full name - City Only
PMESxxxxxx
4288xxxxxx
6/30/2020
ESTIMATE TO DATE

Planning Phase
Engineering Planning (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$263,000
$150,240

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Survey Cost (Survey, mapping, plats, and construction staking)

$112,680
$0
$395,000

Design Phase
Engineering Design (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$225,360

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Miscellaneous Fees (printing, postage, public meetings, etc.)
Permitting Fees (EC, Encroachment, etc.)
Subconsultant Fees (ESA I, II, Structural, etc.)
Railroad Review and Permitting Fees

$169,020
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Real Estate Phase
RE Costs (R/W, easements, agent fees, appraisals, legal, staff costs)
Construction Phase
Construction Cost
Construction Inspection and Project Admin (15% of construction cost)
Geotechnical (Borings, testing, exploration, design, etc.)
Utility Relocation, Underground Utility Relocations, Soft Digs
Pipe Video Cost
PCSO Construction and Mitigation Fees
Traffic and/or Pedestrian Signals
Landscaping
Pedestrian Lighting
Decorative Street Lighting

$0
$2,170,000
$1,878,000
$281,700
$10,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

PROJECT SUB TOTAL
Project Contingency (Add percentage assumed of Sub Total costs)

$2,828,000
$848,400

PROJECT TOTAL

$3,676,400

TOTAL PROJECT ESTIMATE
Project Length and Typical:
New location Greenway (XCLT, Segment 11 P2C)

Notes and Assumptions:

Form updated April 2019

$3,680,000

XCLT P2C AltBSeg5
Pre-Planning Level Cost Estimate
ESTIMATED BY:
CHECKED BY:
PROJECT NO.:
MUNIS PL#:
Date:

VHB Engineering
Full name - City Only
PMESxxxxxx
4288xxxxxx
6/30/2020
ESTIMATE TO DATE

Planning Phase
Engineering Planning (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$601,000
$343,360

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Survey Cost (Survey, mapping, plats, and construction staking)

$257,520
$0
$902,000

Design Phase
Engineering Design (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$515,040

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Miscellaneous Fees (printing, postage, public meetings, etc.)
Permitting Fees (EC, Encroachment, etc.)
Subconsultant Fees (ESA I, II, Structural, etc.)
Railroad Review and Permitting Fees

$386,280
$0
$0
$0
$0
$147,000

Real Estate Phase
RE Costs (R/W, easements, agent fees, appraisals, legal, staff costs)
Construction Phase
Construction Cost
Construction Inspection and Project Admin (15% of construction cost)
Geotechnical (Borings, testing, exploration, design, etc.)
Utility Relocation, Underground Utility Relocations, Soft Digs
Pipe Video Cost
PCSO Construction and Mitigation Fees
Traffic and/or Pedestrian Signals
Landscaping
Pedestrian Lighting
Decorative Street Lighting

$147,000
$4,946,000
$4,292,000
$643,800
$10,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

PROJECT SUB TOTAL
Project Contingency (Add percentage assumed of Sub Total costs)

$6,596,000
$1,978,800

PROJECT TOTAL

$8,574,800

TOTAL PROJECT ESTIMATE
Project Length and Typical:
New location Greenway (XCLT, Segment 11 P2C)

Notes and Assumptions:

Form updated April 2019

$8,580,000

XCLT P2C - Pavilion Connector A/B
Pre-Planning Level Cost Estimate
ESTIMATED BY:
CHECKED BY:
PROJECT NO.:
MUNIS PL#:
Date:

VHB Engineering
Full name - City Only
PMESxxxxxx
4288xxxxxx
6/30/2020
ESTIMATE TO DATE

Planning Phase
Engineering Planning (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$37,000
$20,880

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Survey Cost (Survey, mapping, plats, and construction staking)

$15,660
$0
$55,000

Design Phase
Engineering Design (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$31,320

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Miscellaneous Fees (printing, postage, public meetings, etc.)
Permitting Fees (EC, Encroachment, etc.)
Subconsultant Fees (ESA I, II, Structural, etc.)
Railroad Review and Permitting Fees

$23,490
$0
$0
$0
$0
$91,000

Real Estate Phase
RE Costs (R/W, easements, agent fees, appraisals, legal, staff costs)
Construction Phase
Construction Cost
Construction Inspection and Project Admin (15% of construction cost)
Geotechnical (Borings, testing, exploration, design, etc.)
Utility Relocation, Underground Utility Relocations, Soft Digs
Pipe Video Cost
PCSO Construction and Mitigation Fees
Traffic and/or Pedestrian Signals
Landscaping
Pedestrian Lighting
Decorative Street Lighting

$91,000
$311,000
$261,000
$39,150
$10,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

PROJECT SUB TOTAL
Project Contingency (Add percentage assumed of Sub Total costs)

$494,000
$148,200

PROJECT TOTAL

$642,200

TOTAL PROJECT ESTIMATE
Project Length and Typical:
New location Greenway (XCLT, Segment 11 P2C)

Notes and Assumptions:

Form updated April 2019

$650,000

XCLT P2C - Kempsford Connector A
Pre-Planning Level Cost Estimate
ESTIMATED BY:
CHECKED BY:
PROJECT NO.:
MUNIS PL#:
Date:

VHB Engineering
Full name - City Only
PMESxxxxxx
4288xxxxxx
6/30/2020
ESTIMATE TO DATE

Planning Phase
Engineering Planning (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$46,000
$25,840

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Survey Cost (Survey, mapping, plats, and construction staking)

$19,380
$0
$68,000

Design Phase
Engineering Design (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$38,760

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Miscellaneous Fees (printing, postage, public meetings, etc.)
Permitting Fees (EC, Encroachment, etc.)
Subconsultant Fees (ESA I, II, Structural, etc.)
Railroad Review and Permitting Fees

$29,070
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Real Estate Phase
RE Costs (R/W, easements, agent fees, appraisals, legal, staff costs)
Construction Phase
Construction Cost
Construction Inspection and Project Admin (15% of construction cost)
Geotechnical (Borings, testing, exploration, design, etc.)
Utility Relocation, Underground Utility Relocations, Soft Digs
Pipe Video Cost
PCSO Construction and Mitigation Fees
Traffic and/or Pedestrian Signals
Landscaping
Pedestrian Lighting
Decorative Street Lighting

$0
$382,000
$323,000
$48,450
$10,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

PROJECT SUB TOTAL
Project Contingency (Add percentage assumed of Sub Total costs)

$496,000
$148,800

PROJECT TOTAL

$644,800

TOTAL PROJECT ESTIMATE
Project Length and Typical:
New location Greenway (XCLT, Segment 11 P2C)

Notes and Assumptions:

Form updated April 2019

$650,000

XCLT P2C - Kempsford Connector B
Pre-Planning Level Cost Estimate
ESTIMATED BY:
CHECKED BY:
PROJECT NO.:
MUNIS PL#:
Date:

VHB Engineering
Full name - City Only
PMESxxxxxx
4288xxxxxx
6/30/2020
ESTIMATE TO DATE

Planning Phase
Engineering Planning (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$172,000
$97,840

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Survey Cost (Survey, mapping, plats, and construction staking)

$73,380
$0
$257,000

Design Phase
Engineering Design (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$146,760

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Miscellaneous Fees (printing, postage, public meetings, etc.)
Permitting Fees (EC, Encroachment, etc.)
Subconsultant Fees (ESA I, II, Structural, etc.)
Railroad Review and Permitting Fees

$110,070
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Real Estate Phase
RE Costs (R/W, easements, agent fees, appraisals, legal, staff costs)
Construction Phase
Construction Cost
Construction Inspection and Project Admin (15% of construction cost)
Geotechnical (Borings, testing, exploration, design, etc.)
Utility Relocation, Underground Utility Relocations, Soft Digs
Pipe Video Cost
PCSO Construction and Mitigation Fees
Traffic and/or Pedestrian Signals
Landscaping
Pedestrian Lighting
Decorative Street Lighting

$0
$1,417,000
$1,223,000
$183,450
$10,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

PROJECT SUB TOTAL
Project Contingency (Add percentage assumed of Sub Total costs)

$1,846,000
$553,800

PROJECT TOTAL

$2,399,800

TOTAL PROJECT ESTIMATE
Project Length and Typical:
New location Greenway (XCLT, Segment 11 P2C)

Notes and Assumptions:

Form updated April 2019

$2,400,000

XCLT P2C - Circle Dr Connector A
Pre-Planning Level Cost Estimate
ESTIMATED BY:
CHECKED BY:
PROJECT NO.:
MUNIS PL#:
Date:

VHB Engineering
Full name - City Only
PMESxxxxxx
4288xxxxxx
6/30/2020
ESTIMATE TO DATE

Planning Phase
Engineering Planning (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$188,000
$107,040

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Survey Cost (Survey, mapping, plats, and construction staking)

$80,280
$0
$281,000

Design Phase
Engineering Design (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$160,560

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Miscellaneous Fees (printing, postage, public meetings, etc.)
Permitting Fees (EC, Encroachment, etc.)
Subconsultant Fees (ESA I, II, Structural, etc.)
Railroad Review and Permitting Fees

$120,420
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Real Estate Phase
RE Costs (R/W, easements, agent fees, appraisals, legal, staff costs)
Construction Phase
Construction Cost
Construction Inspection and Project Admin (15% of construction cost)
Geotechnical (Borings, testing, exploration, design, etc.)
Utility Relocation, Underground Utility Relocations, Soft Digs
Pipe Video Cost
PCSO Construction and Mitigation Fees
Traffic and/or Pedestrian Signals
Landscaping
Pedestrian Lighting
Decorative Street Lighting

$0
$1,549,000
$1,338,000
$200,700
$10,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

PROJECT SUB TOTAL
Project Contingency (Add percentage assumed of Sub Total costs)

$2,018,000
$605,400

PROJECT TOTAL

$2,623,400

TOTAL PROJECT ESTIMATE
Project Length and Typical:
New location Greenway (XCLT, Segment 11 P2C)

Notes and Assumptions:

Form updated April 2019

$2,630,000

XCLT P2C - Circle Dr Connector B
Pre-Planning Level Cost Estimate
ESTIMATED BY:
CHECKED BY:
PROJECT NO.:
MUNIS PL#:
Date:

VHB Engineering
Full name - City Only
PMESxxxxxx
4288xxxxxx
6/30/2020
ESTIMATE TO DATE

Planning Phase
Engineering Planning (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$77,000
$43,440

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Survey Cost (Survey, mapping, plats, and construction staking)

$32,580
$0
$115,000

Design Phase
Engineering Design (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$65,160

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Miscellaneous Fees (printing, postage, public meetings, etc.)
Permitting Fees (EC, Encroachment, etc.)
Subconsultant Fees (ESA I, II, Structural, etc.)
Railroad Review and Permitting Fees

$48,870
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Real Estate Phase
RE Costs (R/W, easements, agent fees, appraisals, legal, staff costs)
Construction Phase
Construction Cost
Construction Inspection and Project Admin (15% of construction cost)
Geotechnical (Borings, testing, exploration, design, etc.)
Utility Relocation, Underground Utility Relocations, Soft Digs
Pipe Video Cost
PCSO Construction and Mitigation Fees
Traffic and/or Pedestrian Signals
Landscaping
Pedestrian Lighting
Decorative Street Lighting

$0
$635,000
$543,000
$81,450
$10,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

PROJECT SUB TOTAL
Project Contingency (Add percentage assumed of Sub Total costs)

$827,000
$248,100

PROJECT TOTAL

$1,075,100

TOTAL PROJECT ESTIMATE
Project Length and Typical:
New location Greenway (XCLT, Segment 11 P2C)

Notes and Assumptions:

Form updated April 2019

$1,080,000

XCLT P2C - Swanquarter W Connector
Pre-Planning Level Cost Estimate
ESTIMATED BY:
CHECKED BY:
PROJECT NO.:
MUNIS PL#:
Date:

VHB Engineering
Full name - City Only
PMESxxxxxx
4288xxxxxx
6/30/2020
ESTIMATE TO DATE

Planning Phase
Engineering Planning (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$198,000
$112,640

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Survey Cost (Survey, mapping, plats, and construction staking)

$84,480
$0
$296,000

Design Phase
Engineering Design (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$168,960

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Miscellaneous Fees (printing, postage, public meetings, etc.)
Permitting Fees (EC, Encroachment, etc.)
Subconsultant Fees (ESA I, II, Structural, etc.)
Railroad Review and Permitting Fees

$126,720
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Real Estate Phase
RE Costs (R/W, easements, agent fees, appraisals, legal, staff costs)
Construction Phase
Construction Cost
Construction Inspection and Project Admin (15% of construction cost)
Geotechnical (Borings, testing, exploration, design, etc.)
Utility Relocation, Underground Utility Relocations, Soft Digs
Pipe Video Cost
PCSO Construction and Mitigation Fees
Traffic and/or Pedestrian Signals
Landscaping
Pedestrian Lighting
Decorative Street Lighting

$0
$1,630,000
$1,408,000
$211,200
$10,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

PROJECT SUB TOTAL
Project Contingency (Add percentage assumed of Sub Total costs)

$2,124,000
$637,200

PROJECT TOTAL

$2,761,200

TOTAL PROJECT ESTIMATE
Project Length and Typical:
New location Greenway (XCLT, Segment 11 P2C)

Notes and Assumptions:

Form updated April 2019

$2,770,000

XCLT P2C - Swanquarter E Connector
Pre-Planning Level Cost Estimate
ESTIMATED BY:
CHECKED BY:
PROJECT NO.:
MUNIS PL#:
Date:

VHB Engineering
Full name - City Only
PMESxxxxxx
4288xxxxxx
6/30/2020
ESTIMATE TO DATE

Planning Phase
Engineering Planning (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$137,000
$78,080

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Survey Cost (Survey, mapping, plats, and construction staking)

$58,560
$0
$205,000

Design Phase
Engineering Design (Add percentage assumed)/Consultant Fee

$117,120

Project Administration (Add percentage assumed)
Miscellaneous Fees (printing, postage, public meetings, etc.)
Permitting Fees (EC, Encroachment, etc.)
Subconsultant Fees (ESA I, II, Structural, etc.)
Railroad Review and Permitting Fees

$87,840
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Real Estate Phase
RE Costs (R/W, easements, agent fees, appraisals, legal, staff costs)
Construction Phase
Construction Cost
Construction Inspection and Project Admin (15% of construction cost)
Geotechnical (Borings, testing, exploration, design, etc.)
Utility Relocation, Underground Utility Relocations, Soft Digs
Pipe Video Cost
PCSO Construction and Mitigation Fees
Traffic and/or Pedestrian Signals
Landscaping
Pedestrian Lighting
Decorative Street Lighting

$0
$1,133,000
$976,000
$146,400
$10,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

PROJECT SUB TOTAL
Project Contingency (Add percentage assumed of Sub Total costs)

$1,475,000
$442,500

PROJECT TOTAL

$1,917,500

TOTAL PROJECT ESTIMATE
Project Length and Typical:
New location Greenway (XCLT, Segment 11 P2C)

Notes and Assumptions:

Form updated April 2019

$1,920,000

